
 
 
Toritsuka: When I first stood face to face with that man 
Toritsuka: I sensed it immediately. 
 
Chapter 239 The School Physicals Disaster 
 
Toritsuka: This guy is a kindred spirit. 
 
Toritsuka: I too have followed this path for a long time. 
Toritsuka: I could smell it on him. 
 
Toritsuka: There's no doubt this man...this guy is... 
 
Toritsuka: A natural born hentai...! 
Iguchi: I'll give them my best today.  
Saiki: Nope, he’s not. 
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“It’s not a guerilla out of nowhere, it’s a gorilla” 
Today’s psychic motto brought to you by Gunma’s Kurasawa Kota (12) 
 
Chapter 239 The School Physicals Disaster 
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Iguchi: And that’s why... 
 
Iguchi: ...As I said yesterday, today we will be...  
Iguchi: conducting your physicals. 
 
Iguchi: We will be conducting a health checkup too, so girls can you 
please go there first. 
 
Iguchi: Oh...you've grown quite a bit. 
Iguchi: I'll give you a private examination. 
Iguchi: The boys will have their health check up after their 
measurements are taken. 
Saiki: Stop imagining this as a class.  
 
Iguchi: So if you could get changed into your PE clothes. 
Iguchi: Boys go to the gym and girls go to the school nurse's office, 
please. 
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Saiki:  Body Measurements/Physicals  
 
Saiki: We do this every Spring. The school measures our height,  
weight, sitting height,eyesight and hearing.  
Nendou: Hey pal...this sucks. 
 
Saiki: This is one of those rare times when I agree with Nendou. 
Doctor: Please stay still. 
 
Doctor: Saiki 167.6cm 
Nendou: Hey pal, you're the same as last year. 
Saiki: How do you even know that...gross. 
 
Saiki: That's because all of this measuring is pointless. 
Nendou: Now to find out mine. 
 
Saiki: Why did he stick his jaw out? 
 
Doctor: Nendou 191.3cm 
Nendou: Hmmm I'm still the same... 
Saiki: It’s impossible for people's heights to change in a world which 
is in a constant time loop. 
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Saiki: Because of my restoration powers on the world I'm using to 
stop the volcano 
Saiki: people are in the same state as they were a year ago. 
Saiki: In short, in this world every lifeform is in a state where they do 
not age and they never grow. 
 
Doctor:  Kaidou 158.9cm 
Kaidou: I shrunk 2mm!! 
Saiki: I mean there are still measuring errors.  
 
Kaidou: This has to be a mistake. 
Kaidou: Please measure me again!! 
 
Saiki: Yeah so why are they sticking their jaw out? 
 
Doctor: Kaidou 158.8cm 
Kaidou: It must be a conspiracy!! 
Nendou: Gyahahahahaha 
Saiki: There's small deviations but everyone basically gets the same 
results. 
 
Saiki: But no one here suspects something is amiss.  
Saiki: That's thanks to my mind control.  
 
Kaidou: Don't laugh you bastard!! 
Nendou: O? 
Kaidou: Hey!? 
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Nendou: Ero-sensei is over there! 
Kaidou: Huh!? So what!? 
 
Nendou: I was just thinking maybe he’s up to something...  
Nendou: Ero-sensei 
Kaidou: Yeah you’re right he does look like he's in a hurry to be 
somewhere. 
Saiki: Stop talking about him like he’s a killer. 
 
Kaidou: Hey what do you guys think of teacher? 
Nendou: O? 
 
Nendou: He's got an interesting face right! 
Doctor: Hey Nendou, Kaidou it’s time to take your sitting height 
measurements! 
Doctor: It's just you two...(left) 
Kaidou: That's not what I meant, I'm talking about his character. 
 
Kaidou: I have a hunch that I'm hiding another side of my face. 
Nendou: Oh? You mean you’ve got a funnier face than that one. 
Doctor: Ok here we go 
 
Saiki: What *is* that?  
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*scream* 
Students: !? 
 
Student: What was that scream about? 
Student: It came from inside the school... 
Kaidou: Oh No!! 
Nendou: O? 
 
Student: There was probably a peeping tom inside the nurse's office 
during the medical checkup.  
Student: Seriously...!? Is Teruhashi-san okay!? 
Student: Is Teruhashi-san alright!? 
Student: How's Teruhashi-san!? 
Student: Teruhashi-san...! 
Saiki: Worry about the other girls too. 
 
Kaidou: So...Did they find the peeper? 
Student: I think they got away... 
Student: Has anyone seen anyone suspicious!? 
Kaidou: ...I mean we were here all this time. 
 
Kaidou: I haven't seen anyone suspicious... 
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Kaidou: THERE WAS!! 
 
Student: Omg it was the worst!! 
 
Student: It was a real close one. 
Student: It was just as I was about to take off my top when I noticed 
him! 
 
Student: I felt a strange glance coming from the window... 
Student: There was someone beyond/around the curtain!! 
 
Student: I'm the type who notices something like that in an instant. 
Student: That's not just a crime, I won't forgive it. 
 
Student: He tried to see my naked!? 
 
Student: That bastard peeper we're going to definitely arrest him! 
 
Student: Oh is that right 
Student: Ohhhh 
Student: Good luck. 
Student: You guys were out for blood just a moment ago!? 
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Student: Well it was just a peek. 
Student: Exactly, think about how the person who had to see you felt. 
Student: There was no harm in just looking.  
Student: What the hell are you talking about!! 
 
Student: Hey!! Just where were you!! 
Iguchi: Huh? 
Student: There was a peeper/peeping tom!  
 
Iguchi: A peeper/peeping tom you say!? 
Student: Yeah! Go find the culprit!! 
Iguchi: Wha...what do you mean culprit... 
 
Kaidou: Actually there's no way it's him... 
 
Kaidou: While it's true he was heading in the direction of the nurse's 
office ... 
Kaidou: Even if the accusations are a joke, he is still a teacher... 
 
Kaidou: It's too audacious for someone in his position. 
Saiki: That's right Kaidou 
 
Saiki: Keep that close to your chest for now Kaidou. 
Saiki: If you told people that it would cause problems 
Saiki: Because… 
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Saiki: The identity of the silhouette behind the window was.. 
Saiki: without a doubt Iguchi sensei.  
 
Saiki: However Iguchi sensei was not peeping in  
Saiki: He was just walking past the nurse's office . 
Saiki: He was mistaken for peeping because he stopped at the wrong 
time.  
 
 
Saiki: Although it does make you want to say “why was he walking 
past the nurse's office in the first place?” 
Saiki: That's because he's new to this school. So he didn't know where 
the nurse's office was.  
Saiki: And there's one more reason. 
 
Saiki: He needed to go to the bathroom. 
Saiki: which is why he ignored the girl's scream. 
 
Saiki: That's probably why it looked like he was in a hurry. 
Saiki: It's become a very complicated situation.  
 
Saiki: This kind of misunderstanding is going to be tough to explain. 
Students: Sensei! We found the peeping tom!!  
Saiki: "I have seen", "I haven't seen", and "ouch my stomach hurts" are 
the only things coming to his mind right now. 
 
Saiki: Moreover he's the guy being accused here. 
Student: Hey! You just imagine us naked just now, didn't you!? 
Iguchi: Huh? No I haven't. 
Saiki: That's Naruhodo Ryuichi’s finger point from Phoenix Wright. 
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Saiki: However, there was one stroke of luck. 
Iguchi: Wha...what kind of person would do that... 
 
Iguchi: Peeping...that's just... 
Saiki: And that was 
 
Iguchi: Who would do such a despicable act!? 
Saiki: The accused didn't realise it was him being accused.  
 
Saiki: Thank goodness 
Saiki: If he had realised it's probably people wouldn't believe his 
defense. 
Iguchi: It was me... 
Iguchi: Mr Iguchi would have probably met a bad ending where the 
hentai teacher label sticks and he would have never worked as a 
teacher again.  
 
Saiki: Which is why it's for the best that we forget this incident. 
Saiki: Don't say anything careless Kaidou 
 
Iguchi: I'll do whatever it takes to find out who it is!! 
Class: We're counting on you sensei! 
Saiki: That means you too. 
 
Kaidou: Iguchi's going to look for the suspect (too) huh... 
Kaidou: So I guess he wasn't the culprit. 
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Class: Good luck teacher! 
Iguchi: Ah...ahhh leave it to me. 
Iguchi: Oh no...my stomach again... 
 
Iguchi: Before I start my search I'll quickly hit the bathroom.  
Kaidou: I was wrong to have doubted him... 
Kaidou: Huh? 
 
Kaidou: He's sweating like crazy!! He looks really nervous 
Saiki: He's needs the toilet. 
 
Kaidou: What...? He's completely different from a moment ago.  
Now he looks as if he is hiding something.  
Saiki: He needs to poo. 
Kaidou: This means I have to find out what he's really up to.  
Saiki: All you’ll find his poo. 
 
Kaidou: I'll have him spill his guts out.  
Saiki: And you'll get poo! Wait a minute... 
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Kaidou: Saiki...? 
Saiki: What a relief... 
 
Nendou: Hey ero-sensei are you going to the nurse's office  again? 
Class: Huh? 
Saiki: No!! 
 
Class: The nurse's office  "again"...? 
Class: What does that mean? 
Class: Huh? "Again"...? 
Class: I've never been to the school nurse's office  before... 
Class: Did you go to the nurse's office  today? 
 
Class: Oh? Weren't you walking in the direction of the nurse's office 
when the physicals were going on. 
Iguchi: Huh? 
Iguchi: I was walking there to go to the toilet... 
 
Class: It's probably Nendou's mistake.  
Class: Yeah 
Class: not even Iguchi sensei would do that. 
 
Iguchi: So that was the nurse's office!! 
Class: He's shaking like crazy!! 
Iguchi: Huh...that can't be right!? 
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Class: What's the meaning of this teacher!? 
Iguchi: No there’s some kind of mistake, I was just passing by... 
Class: So why are you acting so guilty!!? 
Class: We finally found the culprit!! 
Class: You're the worst!! 
Saiki: Good grief...so it ended up this way anyway... 
 
Saiki: I can't find a way to help him with things like this... 
Toritsuka: Yes...now that I'm here no one will…hehehe 
 
Saiki: Ah 
 
Saiki: Found him. 
Toritsuka: Hehehe… 
 
Toritsuka: Let's see, I hope it recorded properly... 
 
Toritsuka: Oh shoot! The curtains are in the way... 
Toritsuka: What's this! There's a small gap... 
 
Toritsuka: Oh...they’re opening it...! 
Toritsuka: Open up!! Curtain. Open!! 
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Torituska: It opened!! 
Toritsuka: Wtf are you doing!! 
 
Toritsuka: Geez! After all that I couldn't see anything! 
Student: He really did just walk by the nurse's office. 
Toritsuka: Huh? 
 
Toritsuka: What!? Huh!? Where am I!? 
Class: Teacher we're sorry... 
 
Class: Sorry teacher!! 
Class: I can't believe we doubted you again sensei... 
Iguchi: It's...it's okay everyone... 
Toritsuka: Wha...um... 
 
Saiki: As expected from a fellow pervert.  
Class: We're so sorry Mr Iguchi!! 
Class: Sorry!!  
Saiki: You rescued Iguchi from a desperate situation.  
 
Toritsuka: Um...Well...I'm sorry too... 
Saiki: But  
 
Saiki: At your own expense/by sacrificing yourself.  
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